Waterlogic Firewall
Cube Sparkling

TM

The Firewall™ Cube Sparkling delivers exceptional sparkling and still water. This sophisticated countertop
model features advanced carbonation technology and our innovative Firewall technology to purify the
water and santize the nozzle with every dispense. The Firewall Cube Sparkling is the only countertop
sparkling water dispenser on the market featuring this breakthrough purification technology.

“Analysis has shown that the Firewall is very effective
and is able to eliminate even resistant bacteria
at concentrations far higher than those permitted
by international standards on water regulations.”*
Dr. Lörcher from the Dr. Lörcher Institute,
a respected water testing and certification institute in Germany

Three Steps to Greatness
Your Waterlogic dispenser has three core technologies
which mean that what you get out of your machine is
much better than what goes in:
1. Filtration: Our filtration technology is really good
at taking the bad stuff out and leaving the good stuff
in. This stage removes chlorine and other waterborne
tastes and odors. **
2. Firewall™: Our Firewall advanced ultra violet light
system purifies the water to 99.9999% bacteria free
and acts as a final barrier to pathogens right at the
point of dispense.
3. BioCote®: The Firewall Cube Sparkling water
treatment system is BioCote protected to provide an
effective barrier against microbes like bacteria and
mold, which may cause odors or staining.

*Study of the bacterial quality of water supplied
by a Waterlogic Firewall dispenser in real life conditions March 2010
** Dependant on filter type used and water conditions

NEW
unique compact countertop unit for

PURIFIED and CHILLED

SPARKLING WATER

Exceptional sparkling and chilled water
in a compact design
• Compact and stylish water treatment system
suitable for low traffic work environments like
small offices, meeting rooms, kitchen and bar areas.
• Stylish looks with intuitive touch sensitive user interface.
• Removable drip tray to easily accommodate sports
bottle filling.
• Firewall technology purifies the water at the point of
dispense and sanitizes the faucet with every use.
• Plastic surfaces surrounding the dispensing areas are
protected with BioCote antimicrobial technology.
• A choice of still, sparkling and room temperature water.
• Certified ultraviolet microbiological water treatment
system under NSF/ANSI-55 Class A and NSF P231.
Technical features
Type available
Dimensions
Dispense area height

Symbols

Machine weight
Standard filtration supplied

Cold water
Sparkling water
Ambient water

Additional features

Countertop
11.6” (W) x 14.8” (H) x 20.8” (D)
296mm (W) x 376mm (H) x 527mm (D)
247mm / 9.7” (without drip tray)
155mm / 6.10” (with drip tray)
41.9 lbs (19kg)
Carbon filtration (CBC) NSF-53 certified
for lead, cyst, and asbestos reduction
Firewall UV sensor
Smart control panel
Touch sensitive user interface
Filter change alert
Leak detection
BioCote antimicrobial protection

Capacity

Cold tank: 1.3 liter
Sparkling tank: 0.5 liter

Water temperatures

Cold: 41-59°F / 5-15°C

Compressor

LG Compressor (1/8HP) thermally protected

Tested and certified

Speak to a water expert
Waterlogic USA
11710 Stonegate Circle
Omaha, NE 68164

Waterlogic International Limited and WLI Trading Limited reserves the right, in order
to reflect continuous research and development, to amend or change specifications
without prior notice. Waterlogic and the Waterlogic logo, Firewall and the Firewall logo
are trademarks in countries where the Group operates. WLI Trading Ltd is licensed
to use BioCote, and BioCote logo which are registered trademarks of BioCote Ltd.
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800 288 1891

customerservice@waterlogicusa.com
www.waterlogicdealers.com
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Water options

